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CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE’S MOST IMPORTANT 
EVENT FOR FOUNDRY BUSINESS

COMPONENTS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR FOUNDRY

 The International Fair of Technologies for Foundry METAL (Kielce - Po-

land) is Central and Eastern Europe’s largest industry event which also 

enjoys global recognition. For years, Targi Kielce has enjoyed the sup-

port of important, foreign foundry organizations and important media: 

China Foundry Association (CFA), Belarusian Association of Foundry-

men and Metallurgists, ITA / ICE, Italian Foundry Suppliers’ Association 

AMAFOD. The 2018’s expo edition has been one of the most important 

events for the Polish foundry history. Over 300 exhibitors and co-exhib-

itors from Poland and abroad were presenting the latest technologies 

available on the global markets.

METAL exhibitors offer components and instrumentsfor the broadly defined foundry business sector; the expo is one-stop-shop dis-

play of casting crucibles, foundry chemicals, filtering devices, separating and lubricating agents, washing installations and many other 

products.



M.SC.ENG. ADAM OMELAŃSKI,
MANAGING DIRECTOR, ASK CHEMICALS

”In our opinion this year’s Metal expo is the top-scoring event. The number of exhibitors has incre-

ased two-fold compared to what we saw 2 years ago, and the exhibition offer is even more interesting. 

The three days’ expo yielded twice as many customers visiting our stand, too - the expo tour of the 

World Foundry Congress participants has certainly contributed towards the increased expo attendan-

ce. We intend to take part in the upcoming METAL Expo in 2020”.

BEATA WOJCIECHOWSKA-KIEBASZ, HA

”Previously we participated in the 2012’s Metal expo, our come-back has proven to be the right cho-

ice. The Kielce casting and foundry industry’s expos’ biggest advantage is the format -the B2B expo is 

held in every-other-year cycle. Thus there are no random visitors. We meet the carefully selected au-

dience, business insiders only. The ”Industrial Autumn 2018” made it possible for us to strengthen our 

relationship with the existing customers. This was also a good opportunity to prosper for new clients and 

find business leads. The expo organisation, its visual aspects and attendance were excellent in our opi-

nion. Today I can say that most probably we will meet again in two years’ time”.
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KRZYSZTOF SUMARA,
PRESIDENT OF PETROFER POLSKA

”We have regularly participated in the METAL Expo. This year’s characteristic feature is the number 

of exhibitors - even greater than two years ago – this was clearly visible. We have also noticed a great 

interest in this event expressed in our country. When we took part in the ”Industrial Autumn” expo series 

for the first time, we brought only 4 companies and organizations to Kielce. This year this number incre-

ased up to 14. I can say, beyond a shadow of doubt that covering more than 700 kilometres was worth 

the effort. We made this effort to be a part of Central and Eastern Europe’s most important events de-

dicated to the foundry business sector”.

KIELCE EXHIBITION
CENTRE COOPERATES WITH CHINA
During the METAL 2018, the targi Kielce President of the Board, 

Andrzej Mochoń PhD. signed the agreement on further cooperation 

with the China Foundry Association for the years 2019 - 2020. Under 

this agreement, the Kielce exhibition and congress centre as well as 

Polish companies are guaranteed the possibility of participation in 

the most important foundry expos in the Middle Kingdom. By the 

same token, Chinese companies will showcase at the upcoming 

METAL edition - Kielce 2020. The foundry industry’s Silk Road goes 

through Kielce.



ADAM GÓRNY, CEO

”MetalsMinerals and Guss-Ex have participated in the Kielce foundry trade show ever since the first expo. 

For all these years, not only has the event advanced to become Central and Eastern Europe’s most important 

one, but has also undergone significant visual changes. By saying that I mean the entire infrastructure expan-

sion in order to meet the exhibitors and visitors’ needs. In our opinion, the organisers of Metal, Recycling, Alum-

inum &NonFermet and the first-time expo held this year - i.e. year Heat-Treatment have notched-up to become 

leaders among the trade fair organisers. The expos have enjoyed the status of globally renowned shows - for 

many years. As time has shown, the ”Industrial Autumn” expo held in the alternating year cycle has proven to 

be the right decision. I believe this year’s edition has been the best ever. The Business Council and Targi Kiel-

ce have jointly created the exhibition which serves as the showcase for foundry business companies to present 

their offer and target specific business audience and thus establish prospective contacts. I wish to express my 

gratitude to all those involved in the twenty-second Metal, Heat-Treatment, Recycling, Aluminium & NonFermet 

organisation. See you in Autumn in two years’ time!”.

PRESSURE DIE
CASTING
METAL expo is the showcase for a very important sector - the 

pressure casting. The Kielce trade show hosts many internationals, 

including Italian companies such as AGRATI, IDRA, ITALPRESSE 

/ GAUSS, COLOSIO, BORGA, OMS Presse, Danish - DISA, Swiss - 

BÜHLER, FONDAREX, YIZUMI from China, KELVIN ALUKAST, L.K. 

Machinery from HongKong, Heinrich Wagner SINTO Maschinen-

fabrik GmbH, Otto JUNKER and FRECH.



CHERRY WU, YIZUMI

”More and more Chinese companies develop interest in the Metal expo. This has been clearly visi-

ble at this year’s show. And this is a very good sign, because Poland and China are even closer to each 

other. The Kielce exhibition and congress centre - the organiser of one of the most important events 

dedicated to the foundry industry, has become an excellent hub which brings east and west together. 

This is the place to see the industry’s dynamic development. This is the place for Asian companies to 

be. Yizumi has exhibited at Metal for the third time and we plan to take part in the next expo unveiling”.

RAY HIGGINS, EUROTEK

”The „Industrial Autumn” expo series is marked as the most important event in our expo calendar. We 

have regularly participated in it for 7 years as we find Poland our main market. As the long-term exhi-

bitors we have seen the industry’s development and advancement. We have seen that at each sub-

sequent expo. This year’s event attained even a higher level than two years ago. The quality of visitors 

is much better too. The organisation has always been a great advantage of this event. This year our bo-

oth was fantastic. Targi Kielce staff is very helpful, the offer really advantageous. A good location is also 

a strong point - Kielce is very easy to get from Warsaw and Krakow. We will definitely be here in 2020”.

WOJCIECH KOWALCZYK, FRECH POLSKA

”We returned to the Metal expo after a long break. The World Foundry Congress in Krakow held at the 

same time has been very much to the advantage. It was really beneficinal. We hoped to see crowds and 

the expo met our expectations in this respect, too. From the purely business perspective - the expo has 

been the strongest accent for many years. For a long time we have not seen an event with such a great 

attendance of business insiders. We hope that the organizers of the event will not only be able to main-

tain its level but also develop even further. We keep our fingers crossed”.

„INDUSTRIAL AUTUMN” AWARD WINNERS
METAL 2018’s agenda featured a very important point - the Gala 

Awarding Ceremony when the best products and expo stands won prizes 

and distinctions. The high temperature test stand for liquid magnesium 

and its alloys properties testing in contact with refractory materials, Foam 

Ceramic - Carbon Filters for Metal Alloys Foundry Industry, brackets 

for BMW door reinforcement - these are just some examples of the 

award winning products. There were special guests who graced the 

gala evening with their presence Zhang Zhiyong - Vice President and 

Secretary General of the China Foundry Association, Vladimir Sobolev 

from the Belarusian Association of Foundrymen and Metallurgists, 

Maurizio Sala - President of the Italian Foundry Suppliers’ Association 

and Thomas Fritsch - Foundry-Planet Managing Director and ITA / ICE 

- Managing Director.



HEAT TREATMENT
The HEAT TREATMENT trade show is targeted at a broad-spectrum 

of companies which professionally deal with metals heat treatment 

and heating devices.

Stable economic situation and a favourable climate for investments in 

Poland is an incentive to buy cutting-edge machines and equipment 

as well as to introduce modern technologies. Polish companies have 

constantly modernised – there is an ongoing refinement of stock of 

machines and tools. Quality of products and services improvement 

makes them meet the world’s most stringent requirements. Attending 

the Metals Heat Treatment Expo at Targi Kielce is a great opportunity 

to enter East European market and keep up with the latest industry 

developments and trends.

DR.RER.NAT. STEFFEN BONB, LASERLINE

“This has been our first experience regarding the HEAT TREATMENT Expo, however we are very ple-

ased with our trade-fair participation. We have already planned to attend the next event in the series. 

Our company intends to develop our business activity in Poland as the country that bridges between 

Europe’s east and west. The Kielce heat treatment expo and the global heat treatment industry alike 

have been constantly evolving and are developing. This provides us good future prospects”.

JANKO CEVKA, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, EXOTERM

INŻ. DOMINIK JEZIERSKI, QUAKER

“The HEAT TREATMENT Expo clearly showed that the heat treatment industry has been constantly 

developing. Our company finds the Targi Kielce autumn event an excellent opportunity to win new fore-

ign contacts and to hold interesting industry meetings. We do recognise that the organisers have made 

every possible effort to ensure that all ”Industrial Autumn” series’ events are held in comfortable and 

elegant venue. We have experienced great atmosphere during the trade fair. We do hope this will fur-

ther intensify with every consecutive expo which will develop even more dynamically. We hope to see 

you at the 2020 edition!”.

“It was our first-time to showcase at the Heat Treatment expo. We decided to take part in the event 

in order to present a new product line dedicated to pressure die-casting. This has proven the right de-

cision. We are satisfied with the new products promotion and the opportunity to familiarise the leading 

foundry companies’ staff with what we offer. The event made it possible for us to find many prospecti-

ve clients. We may mark our presence in the 2020’s autumn event”.



2018 Industrial Autumn* in Targi Kielce

Exhibitors
(foreign companies)

208

Exhibitors

327

Exhibitors
(Polish companies)

119

Exhibition
space

9.655 m2
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Record-breaking number of visitors

automotive - 24%
machine production - 18%
high-tech, shipbuilding, aviation, armaments - 11%
metallurgy, iron and steel industry, foundry and casting - 6%
design, prototyping - 5%
energy and power engineering - 5%
construction - 5%
mining - 4%
chemical - 3%
other* - 19 %
*(including household appliances, research and development, banking and leasing, 
dry ice blasting, 3D printing, industrial filtration, control and measurement
equipment, refractory and high temperature materials, metalworking, industrial 
safety, ceramics, medical, surface protection and preparation, fuel, metal 
and plastic processing, transport, welding equipment, plumbing fittings)

Visitors profile in relation to the economy sectors
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Plan your company’s future with us!

METAL EXPO TEAM

Targi Kielce SA
1 Zakładowa Str.,

25-672 Kielce, Poland


